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Below are some pictures during the Relief
Distributions with different barangays, our share of
the “morsels”.

“Happy are those whose help is the God of Jacob…who
executes justice for the oppressed; who gives food to the hungry”.
Psalm
146:7

At the earliest time after the devastation of typhoon
Yolanda (Nov. 8, 2013) in Eastern Visayas, a number of
government, private and church organizations, schools and
individuals brought enormous relief goods to the victims. This
indicated the extent of the havoc wreaked by the storm to the
people, livestocks and farmlands . Unfortunately most of them
did not reach the far-off areas of Leyte and Samar as
manifested in the survivors’ continued clamor for morsels of
food and financial help up to this time.
What they appeal is just a chunk of the millions of
donations the government received from other countries and
donors (Commission On Audit claimed the money is still
unused and deposited in the banks). Ten months after typhoon
Yolanda, the survivors ever resilient and hopeful are still
struggling with the yoke of going back to their normal life
even as strings of typhoons unnerved them. St. Benedict Socio
-Pastoral Center (SBSPC) through Sr. Edita, OSB who is in
contact with the survivors in the distant areas uphold their
claim of hunger and despair of the Government Unit’s failure
to deliver such goods to the survivors which they rightly deserve .
It is in this context that the SBSPC situated in
Ormoc City with its limited resources, continued soliciting
help and coordinating with the Manila based church
organizations (Caritas) and other groups (Don Bosco, DWH,
SSC, SPC, SOS) to supplement what they are still giving.
Thus far since April 2014 up to the present, SBSPC is still
distributing relief goods over and above the Relief and
Rehabilitation Project the Priory is embarking on through the
Socio-Pastoral Apostolate (SPA). To date SBSPC already
distributed to the 30 Barangays of Ormoc with a total number
of 2,409 families who are members of the People’s
Organization.
“Aid de morsels”… anyone?
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Zumarraga, Samar

Sitio Badlas

SBSPC organized a Feeding Program for different day care pupils at nearby Barangays

At SBSPC…
Philberth/Grunert grantees,
SPC students, volunteer
mothers from the areas and staff
were mobilized to help in the
packing.

Nasunugan

By: Sr. Edita Eslopor, OSB

